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Exotic atoms

Mesic atoms Baryonic atoms
Pionic atoms	
Kaonic atoms

Σ− atoms	
Ξ− atoms	

Anti-protonic atoms

Muonic atoms

Hypernuclei
Λ hypernuclei	
Σ hypernuclei	
Ξ hypernuclei	
Ω hypernuclei

Mesic nuclei
η-mesic nuclei	
Kaonic nuclei	
η′-mesic nuclei	

…

Hadronic atoms

Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei
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Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei

Systems of meson bound to nucleus
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meson

nucleus

Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei
Meson Summary Table

Olive et al. (PDG) Chin. Phys. C38, 09001 (2014)

NNDC

Systems of meson bound to nucleus
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Mesic atoms = negatively charged mesons bound to nuclei 	
mainly by Coulomb interaction	

 
Mesic nuclei = mesons bound to nuclei by 	

Strong interaction

Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei

Coulomb vs. Strong?
meson

nucleus

Systems of meson bound to nucleus
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Mesic atoms = negatively charged mesons bound to nuclei 	
mainly by Coulomb interaction	

 
Mesic nuclei = mesons bound to nuclei by 	

Strong interaction

Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei

meson
No. Coulomb+Strong vs. Strong?

nucleus

Systems of meson bound to nucleus
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meson
No. Coulomb+Strong vs. Strong?

Mesic atoms and mesic nuclei

Mesic atoms = negatively charged mesons bound to nuclei 	
mainly by Coulomb interaction	

 
Mesic nuclei = mesons bound to nuclei by 	

Strong interaction

Remark 
Meson and nucleus are in total in a well-

defined quantum state unless too unstable

Systems of meson bound to nucleus

nucleus
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Structure of mesic atoms

Yamazaki et al. PR514(12)1

m− bound by Coulomb

Strong interaction appears as	
level shift and width broadening	
from finite-size Coulomb calc.

Strong interaction information 
can be deduced from mesic atoms

←　in π-case, repulsive shift for 1s, 2p…
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Strong interaction  
and various aspects

C. Amsler et al. (Particle Data Group), Phys. Lett. B667, 1 (2008)

Asymptotic freedom

Strong 
couplings

Energy dependent 	
coupling constant 	

↓	
Non perturbative properties	

in low-energy region

Self-interaction of gauge bosons

Running coupling 
constant
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Non-commutative theory

Self-interacting gauge field

Asymptotic freedom

Strong coupling in low energy region

Nonlinearity in theory

Flavor degree of freedom

Heavy flavors
Heavy quark symmetry

Topological structure of vacuum

Quantum anomaly (U(1) anomaly)

Gluon condensation

Non perturbative properties of vacuum

Color confinement
Compositeness of hadrons

String description of hadrons

Chiral symmetry restorations

Quark condensate

Nambu-Goldstone bosons

Pion exchange potential

Formation of nuclei

Dynamical quark mass

Spin-flavor symmetry

Hyper-nucleus

Strong interaction  
and various aspects

Self-interaction of gauge bosons

Energy dependent 	
coupling constant 	

↓	
Non perturbative properties	

in low-energy region

↓	
Many interesting and/or 	
important phenomena
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Non-commutative theory

Self-interacting gauge field

Asymptotic freedom

Strong coupling in low energy region

Nonlinearity in theory

Flavor degree of freedom

Heavy flavors
Heavy quark symmetry

Topological structure of vacuum

Quantum anomaly (U(1) anomaly)

Gluon condensation

Non perturbative properties of vacuum

Color confinement
Compositeness of hadrons

String description of hadrons

Chiral symmetry restorations

Quark condensate

Nambu-Goldstone bosons

Pion exchange potential

Formation of nuclei

Dynamical quark mass

Spin-flavor symmetry

Hyper-nucleus

KEK

Instanton configuration	
by Lattice QCD

Topological structure of vacuum

Strong interaction  
and various aspects
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https://www.bnl.gov/rhic/news2/news.asp?a=2870&t=todayNASA/WMAP

History of universe

Non-commutative theory

Self-interacting gauge field

Asymptotic freedom

Strong coupling in low energy region

Nonlinearity in theory

Flavor degree of freedom

Heavy flavors
Heavy quark symmetry

Topological structure of vacuum

Quantum anomaly (U(1) anomaly)

Gluon condensation

Non perturbative properties of vacuum

Color confinement
Compositeness of hadrons

String description of hadrons

Chiral symmetry restorations

Quark condensate

Nambu-Goldstone bosons

Pion exchange potential

Formation of nuclei

Dynamical quark mass

Spin-flavor symmetry

Hyper-nucleus

Evolution and history  
of universe

QGP→hadronization	
= generation of “matter”
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Non-commutative theory

Self-interacting gauge field

Asymptotic freedom

Strong coupling in low energy region

Nonlinearity in theory

Flavor degree of freedom

Heavy flavors
Heavy quark symmetry

Topological structure of vacuum

Quantum anomaly (U(1) anomaly)

Gluon condensation

Non perturbative properties of vacuum

Color confinement
Compositeness of hadrons

String description of hadrons

Chiral symmetry restorations

Quark condensate

Nambu-Goldstone bosons

Pion exchange potential

Formation of nuclei

Dynamical quark mass

Spin-flavor symmetry

Hyper-nucleus

Color confinement,  
chiral symmetry and  

phases of quark matter

Te
m

pe
ra

tu
re

Baryon density

Quark Gluon Plasma

Hadron
CSC

Normal nuclear 	
density

Early universe

R
H

IC
/LH

C
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Symmetry 
broken

Chiral condensate, chiral symmetry and structure of vacuum

quark condensate  
= chiral condensate

u
u_ d

_
d

analogy to “Higgs” boson in 
Weinberg-Salam theory	
or to cooper pair in BCS If the vacuum is “empty”, it is unstable due to the 

“strong” interaction in low energy or in a long range. 

Thus, vacuum is filled with “chiral condensate”, which 

is a key to understand the structure of vacuum.



Kenta Itahashi, RIKEN 1616
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High energy 

electron beam

Softly kicked
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Chiral condensate <qq>
_
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Chiral condensate and hadron masses
nucleon consists of 3 quarks…



Pseudo-scalar mesons 
(in the lowest-mass nonet)

0− Pseudo-Scalar

wikipedia 0
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M=548 MeV/c2
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K
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Nagahiro et al., PRC 87 (2013) 045201	
Jido et al., NPA 914 (2013) 354

Masses of Pseudo-Scalar Mesons  
with various symmetry breaking patterns

dynamical χ symmetry 	
breaking

χ symmetry 	
manifests

+ explicit χs breaking

π,K,η8,η0

π,K,η8

η0

UA(1) anomaly

massless

0
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η′
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0
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1000

[MeV/c2]

η′

η

K

π

PS in high density medium

Nagahiro et al, PRC 74, 045203 (2006)

ρ/ρ0

NJL model

High density

Nuclear Density

Chiral condensate is	
expected to 

decrease at high ρ

Observation of	
in-medium properties of  

mesons provides 
information on χ-

symmetry, structure of 
vacuum, and strong 

interaction
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π, K-, η, η′…
Hadrons as probes

→ UA(1) anomaly	
     gluon dynamics	
     instanton-induced interaction

    Strong coupling to N*(1535)	
→ χ-symmetry in baryon sector

→ Quantitative est. of chiral condensate	
     sensitivity to nuclear structure (neutron skins)

→ ρ > ρ0 
       Λ(1405)	
     Relation to neutron stars	
     explicit χ-symmetry breaking

Interests in mesic atoms/nuclei
[MeV/c2]

η′

η

K

π
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X-ray spectroscopy of mesic atoms 
— Deduction of meson-nucleus strong interaction —

Hadronic atoms 
•Pionic atoms ←	
•Kaonic atoms ←	
•Σ− atoms	
•Ξ− atoms	
•Anti-protonic atoms
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Production of mesic atoms

Yamazaki et al. PR514(12)1

m− bound by Coulomb

X-ray spectroscopy of stopped 
mesons in nuclear targets

m−
Auger e−

X-rays emitted in electric-dipole transitions
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Production of mesic atoms

Yamazaki et al. PR514(12)1

m− bound by Coulomb

X-ray spectroscopy of stopped 
mesons in nuclear targets

m−
Auger e−

C.T.A.M. de Laat et al., !
Nucl. Phys. A523 (91) 453-487

4f→3d

Pionic lead

Level shift and width are measured
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Levels of pionic atoms

Yamazaki et al. PR514(12)1 Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

Level shift and width broadening

repulsive

attractive

absorption
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Level shift and width broadening

Levels of pionic atoms

Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

“Widths and “Shifts” are 	
Z dependent.

repulsive

attractive
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Ericson-Ericson phenomenological potential

Joint-lines show results of	
global fitting to pionic atoms

Isospin dependent formulation of π-nucleus 	
interaction based on double scattering	

of pion by nucleons, where ρ is nuclear density

Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

Level shift and width broadening

repulsive

attractive

“Widths and “Shifts” are 	
Z dependent.



Isospin dependent formulation of π-nucleus 	
interaction based on double scattering	

of pion by nucleons, where ρ is nuclear density

“Widths and “Shifts” are 	
Z dependent.
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Ericson-Ericson phenomenological potential

Joint-lines show results of	
global fitting to pionic atoms

Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

Level shift and width broadening

Pionic atoms 
• Strong interaction appears as level  

shifts and width broadenings.	
• E-E potential fairly well describes  

pionic-atom data in wide range!	
• Tomorrow we will learn that  

the above argument is insufficient.



Achieved unprecedented precision for piH
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Challenges for better precision	

Experimental technique using bent crystal

Schroeder et al., EPJC21, 473 (01)

ΔE = 8.6 keV (σ)



Achieved unprecedented precision for piH

29
Schroeder et al., EPJC21, 473 (01)

ΔE = 8.6 keV (σ)

Constraints to pi-nucleon interaction

Challenges for better precision	

Experimental technique using bent crystal
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Kaonic atoms
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Kaonic atoms

us, ds … strangeness content 
→ explicit chiral symmetry breaking

K±  
m = 493.677 MeV/c2	

cτ = 3.712 m

There are 4 states of Kaon. 	
K+, K0, K0, K− 	

Q.  Isospin of Kaon?	
1/2

quarks Symbol Mass 
(MeV/

Up u 2.3(+0.7-0.5)

Down d 4.8(+0.5-0.3)

Strange s 95±5
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Kaonic atoms

Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

Similar to pionic atoms,	
Kaonic-atom data are	

again well described but…

Kaonic hydrogen puzzle

Kaonic helium puzzle

Close relation to 
structure of Λ(1405)
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Properties and structure of Λ(1405)
Hadron Mass

Key issue 
Five quark?	

Meson-Baryon?
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Puzzles in kaonic atoms
Kaonic hydrogen puzzle

Batty et al., PR 287 (97) 385.

Kaonic helium puzzle

Iwasaki et al., PRL78 (98) 3067

KEK-PS E228 (KpX)  
DAFNE DEAR→SIDDHARTA

KEK-PS E570 (KHeX)

Trend/theories predict shift ~ 0 but old 
data showed very large shifts

repulsive attractive
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Production of Kaonic atoms

KEK-PS	
proton 12GeV/c	

 ~1012/spill

650 MeV/c 5k/s K-

K±  
m = 493.677 MeV/c2	

cτ = 3.712 m

KEK-PS E570 experiment	
for Kaonic atom spectroscopy
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650 MeV/c 5k/s K-

SDDx8 
Pre-AMP Drift Chamber 

Cerenkov 
counter�

Scintillation 
counter�

K- 

�π��	

Secondary 
charged particle 

L4He� 

X-rays� Ti&Ni foils�

KEK-PS E570 experiment	
for Kaonic atom spectroscopy

Production of Kaonic atoms
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SDDx8 
Pre-AMP Drift Chamber 

Cerenkov 
counter�

Scintillation 
counter�

K- 

�π��	

Secondary 
charged particle 

L4He� 

X-rays� Ti&Ni foils�

X-ray detectors

KEK-PS E570 experiment	
for Kaonic atom spectroscopy

Silicon Drift Detectors	
Small capacitance (V = Q/C)	

Large area

Production of Kaonic atoms
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Kaonic 4He X-ray spectra

Self-trigger of	
X-ray detectors

Stopped Kaon 
selection

High precision is achieved 
by in-situ calibration

In-flight decay 
or Reactions�



KEK-PS E570 Experiment!
Precision spectroscopy of Kaonic Helium 3d       2p X-rays!!

G. Beer, H. Bhang, P. Buehler, M. Cargnelli, J. Chiba,!
S. Choi, C. Curceanu, Y. Fukuda, C. Guarald, T. Hanaki,!

R. S. Hayano, A. Hirtl, M. Iliescu, M. Iio, T. Ishikawa,!
S. Ishimoto, T. Ishiwatari, M. Iwai, K. Itahashi,!

M. Iwasaki, B. Juhasz, P. Kienle, j, J. Marton,Y. Matsuda,!
H. Ohnishi, S. Okada, H. Outa, D. Pietreanu, F. Sakuma, M. Sato,!

P. Schmid, D. Sirghi, F. Sirghi, S. Suzuki, T. Suzuki,!
H. Tatsuno, D. Tomono, E. Widmann, T. Yamazaki, H. Yim, J. Zmeskal!

!
Precision spectroscopy of Kaonic Helium-3 3d       2p X-rays!

J-PARC E17 Experiment

Spectrum analysis

6/14

Main peak Voigt function 
Convolution of the Gaussian and LorentzianResponse of SDD Shelf + Tail function 

Shelf function :   
Convolution of the Gaussian and Step function 

Tail function :   
Convolution of the Gaussian and Exponential

High statistical spectral fitting  
(Self-triggered events) 

The parameters were estimated

Compton scattering Tail function 

K-

Scattering

Monte Carlo 
Simulation 

(Geant4)

K--4He X-rays(3d−>2p)

Compton scattering 
effect

The parameters were estimated by 
fitting the simulated spectrum

Pileup effect Gaussian 
Typical pileup waveforms 

(FADC) The parameters were 
estimated by FADC data
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WG71: C. E. Wiegand, R. Pehl, PRL27, 1410 (1971) 
BT79:  C. J. Batty, et al., NPA326, 455 (1979) 
BR83: S. Baird, et al., NPA392, 297 (1983)

Resolution of long-standing kaonic helium puzzle

BT90: Global fitting 
C. J. Batty, NPA508, 89c (1990) !
HZ00: SU(3) Chiral unitary model 
S. Hirenzaki et al,. PRC61. 055205 (2000) !
FR06: Consideration for nonlinearly  
           density  dependence (~0.4 eV  
              as the lowest) 
E. Friedman, private communication (2006) !
AK05: Coupled-Channel model 
Y. Akaishi, EXA05 proceedings (2005)

Okada et al., PLB 653(07)583.

Consistency with theories

Still need better quality data	
to set stringent constraints	

to K-nucleus interaction
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New experiments for Kaonic atom measurement

J-PARC E57 experiments

J-PARC E62 experiments

New X-ray detector: TES	
To reach 50 times better resolution 

(~ 2 eV) than previous exp.

First exp. for Kaonic deuterium  
X-ray spectroscopy 

Isospin dependent Kaon-nucleon 
interaction
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Summary
• Level shifts and width broadening of mesic atom due to strong interaction.	
• Strong interaction is one of central mechanisms of evolution of universe and 

generation of hadrons.	
• Strong interaction is really “strong” in the low-energy region and perturbative 

approach is not applicable. Many interesting aspects are accompanied.	
• It is important to observe these aspects to reach whole picture of low-energy QCD. 

Lattice QCD is a powerful and effective tool. However, because of the sign problem, it 
does not work for a finite density region.	

• Study of meson properties in nuclear medium provides irreplaceable information in 
high density, low-energy region of QCD.	

• Spectroscopy of mesic atoms and mesic nuclei provide information with less 
uncertainties because the observed states are in well-defined quantum states with 
Lorentz invariance.	

• Pionic-atom data are well-described by Ericson-Ericson phenomenological potential.	
• There were two puzzles in the Kaon sector but they were solved by X-ray 

spectroscopy experiments, and new experiments are being prepared.	
• Next lecture will discuss “reaction spectroscopy” for recent exps.


